Recent results by P. Henrici. E. B. Saff and R. S. Varga on zero-free parabolic regions for sequences of polynomials generated from three-term recurrence relations with real coefficients are generalized to complex coefficients by continued fraction methods. Especially, it is shown that all zeros of the generalized Bessel polynomials K,¡5> for complex S are contained in a cardioid region, which generalizes a result of E. B. Saff and R. S. Varga for real 8.
1. Introduction. In [6] E. B. Saff and R. S. Varga showed that certain sequences of polynomials defined by three-term recurrence relations with real coefficients have no zeros in a parabolic region. From this it is deduced (cf. [2, pp. 75-89] ) that all zeros of the wth generalized Bessel polynomial Y^S)(z), depending on the parameter 8, are contained in the cardioid region {z = re"'£C:0<r<(l + cosd)/(m + 1 + 8), \&\<tt) U {2/(m + 1 +8)}, provided m + 1 + 8 > 0. In [3] P. Henrici generalized the results of [6] so as to apply to interpolation polynomials with real interpolation points. In the present paper the continued fraction method of P. Henrici [3] is generalized so as to yield zero-free parabolic regions also for polynomials satisfying three-term recursion relations with complex coefficients, which include interpolation polynomials with complex interpolation points. As an interesting application, it is shown that all zeros of y"',S)(z), m > 2, are contained in the open cardioid region (z = «?''*€ C:0<r<(l + cosfl)/|m + 1 + S | cos2(x/2), |#|<ir}, where m+\+8=\m+\+8\e'x¥z0 and | x |< tt, i.e. 8 is complex, provided m + 1 + 8 is not *£ 0. In particular, for 0 <\x\< tt/2 this region is properly contained in the open cardioid region (z = rem E C: 0<r < (1 + cos#)/(m + 1 + Rea), \&\<tt}.
2. The basic continued fraction method. More generally than in [3] we define (1) on:= (bn +zn+x)qn_x-anznqn_2, n E N, q_x : = 0, q0 := 1, where an, bn, zn G C, n E N and an =| an \ e'*" ¥= 0, n > 2.
Since q_x = 0, all qn, n > 1, are independent of a, and z,. We want to determine conditions on an,bn, zn which imply qn 9e 0 for all n G N or 1 < n =£ N. Similarly as in [3] we observe that q" is the denominator of the continued fraction
Since pn, qn cannot vanish simultaneously if all anzn ^ 0, we first assume zn ¥= 0 for n>2. Later on we will see that all results below remain valid if some z" = 0. It then suffices to show that wn =£ oo in order to obtain qn ¥= 0. (2) We want to determine closed half-planes Hn C C, n E N, and (large) sets £" C C, n > 2, such that for zn E Pn, (4) Dn : = sn(Hn) C Hn_x holds and £>" C C is a finite closed disk, n > 2.
Assume, in addition, that -bx £ Hx (or more generally -bx £ £»2). Then (cf. (8)) zn E Pn, n 3* 2, and (4) imply w" 7e oo and, hence, qn ^ 0 for n > 1. We now define, Since zn = í"(oo) G dDn, the boundary of £>", the radius of £>" is given by r» '■ = | z" -£" I = I 2"c" | . Hence
For n > 2, £"C£f"_, is equivalent to Re e">,»-'(|" + i/"_,) -rn s* 0 or, explicitly,
Since here the right side is > 0, z" G //"_, follows and, hence, £" C H"_x must hold for « s* 2. We now define £" by (9) P":= {.EC:Re{ei**-<i;cn) + \tc"\^2h(c")Reei*«-i_+dn_x)}, where the real-valued function h satisfies 0 < h(cn) < 1/2, n > 2.
Obviously (8) holds for each zn G £", and different choices of the function h lead to different conditions on an, bn, z . Next, an ¥= 0 implies c" ^ 0. Hence (9) is equivalent to
where PnCHn_x, n > 2. Observe that each £" is convex. Finally, assume that zx,...,zm¥=0, zm+x = ■■•=zm+J = 0, zm+J+x^0 for some m, j > 1. Then ,,... ,gm 9*= 0 by the preceding considerations and, by (1),
which is ^ 0 because zm+"+, G Pm+V+X C 7/m+" and -ftm+I, G #m+,. For n G N then im+j+n-\ = Im+j-itâ holds> where 9* satisfies
with <7*, = 0, (?o = 1-To these q* the above considerations can be applied until, again for some n, z(m+_1)+M = 0 holds. But then the preceding argument can be repeated.
3. General results. In the preceding considerations we have proved Theorem 1. // (cf. (1), (5), (9) Next, we assume that z"+, G 3//" n 3£"+, for some « G N. Then (9) implies Ree'>»zn+1c"+, + | c"+,z"+, |= 0. Hence, lme"p-zll+xcn+x =0 and, from (6), we Finally, we assume that z" = z, H" = H:= {£ G C: Re e'»(f + «/) > 0}, « s* 1, with fixed <p G R, d E C and -o, G 3//, -6" &H, v>2. If for some « ^ 2 and z e n"+2Py, s2 o ... 0^(2) = -^ holds, then -bx G 3£>2 also and, hence, z = z'n+x E dH. Now -Z>, G 3// n 3£2 is equivalent to Re eiv(bx -d) = 0 and | è, +z -zc21 = | zc21 .Iflme'^è, +z -zc2) ¥= 0, then |o, + z -zc2|>Ree"f,(o, + z -zc2) = -Re e"pzc2 =\zc2\
because Re e"p(bx + z) = Re e"*(d + z) = 0 and (9), since z G 3/7 n 3£2. But this contradicts -6, G 3£<2. Hence, Ime'^ft, + z -zc2) = 0. This yields Ime"p(6, + z) = 0, since -Re e"pzc2 -\zc2\ implies Im e"pzc2 -0. We now choose h(cn) ~ Re cn in (10). Then (10) is equivalent to Pn= {t EC:\t\^Re(e'^-^c"/\cn\) +2Re{e^'dn_x)Recn/\c"\}.
By (1) and (6) (1) // Re e'*'(ft, -dx)>0,Re e"?*(bn ~ an -dn) > 0, 2 < n < N, and zn E P., Re ei,f"(bn -a" -d") > 0, 2 « n *£ N and zn G P", 3 < n < N + 1, then qn ¥* 0 /or 1 =£ n < N. If the above conditions hold for all N > 2, then qn ^ 0/or n 5» 1.
(2) // Re e'^ft, -dx) = 0, Re e,<1P»(ft" -a" -d") 3* 0, 2 « « *s N and z" E £", 2 < n < A + 1, //¡e« Oyy =£ 0providedzN+x ¥= z'N+x in case \ ft, + z2 -z2c21 = | z2c21 .
(3)IfRee"f>(bx -dx) = 0, Re e","(ft" -a" -d")> 0, n > 2, andzn E Pn, n > 2, then g" ¥= 0 for n > 2 provided zn+x ¥= z'n+,, n > 2 in case | ft, + z2 -z2c21 = | z2c2 \ .
In particular, we obtain from Theorem 2 (3) [4] .
